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Abstract:
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Introduction

A rapidly growing number of studies have recently provided evidence of a
large heterogeneity in firm’s behaviour, even within narrowly-defined industries or
markets (see Caves, 1998; Bartelsman and Doms, 2000; and Ahn, 2001 for surveys).
Moreover, in all countries, there is evidence that the population of firms undergo
significant changes over time. Many firms lose the battle each year, while a similar
number of firms enter the fray. Within the population of firms, chances of survival for
many tiny and few large firms change over time, and the position of individual firms
within this distribution may vary as well. As a result, even in expanding industries,
many firms experience substantial decline, and in contracting industries it is not
uncommon to find rapidly expanding units. Likewise, business-cycle upturns and
downturns do not necessarily involve a synchronised movement of all, or even most,
firms or establishments. Some of these firms will be responsible for a
disproportionate share of employment, or employment growth. Yet others may be the
major contributors to output growth. The description and analysis of these
movements of- and within- the population of firms is the main topic of this paper.

The analysis of firms’ behaviour has often been constrained by the lack of
cross-country comparability of the underlying data. While many studies exist for the
United States, evidence for most other countries is often scattered and based on
different definitions of key concepts or different unit of measurement. The
construction of a consistent firm-level database is, thus, a necessary first step to
explore the mechanisms shaping firms’ behaviour and to assess whether policy and
institutions have a role to play.  Especially, the differences across countries in size,
entry and exit rates as well as in post-entry survival rates may be revealing. Because it
is not a priori clear whether higher firm entry rates or lower entry rates are preferable,
or whether high average firms size or low average firm size should be pursued, cross
country comparisons are indispensable to provide the proper ‘metric’ for evaluating
these indicators. In turn, the indicators will provide a useful gauge for policy makers
to understand how their economy is functioning ‘under the hood’.

The contribution of this paper lies in describing a new dataset, constructed within a
research project co-ordinated by the OECD; our preliminary results show that these
data will provide fertile material for further research. The remainder of the paper is
organised as follows. First, we briefly review the reasons behind firms’ heterogeneity
and the importance of experimentation and learning by doing. Next, we look at the
empirical distribution of firm size, and how this varies across countries and sectors.
Following this, the patterns of entry and exit are explored. Finally, we examine post-
entry behaviour of firms across industries and countries using non-parametric
survivor and hazard functions. In the final section, we draw some preliminary
conclusions and propose a research agenda to start exploring the links between policy
and firm dynamics.
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1. Firm heterogeneity and the role of economic policy

Why are firms so heterogeneous?

Several theories have been developed to explain the heterogeneity of firms
within and industry. They generally relate to the process of ‘creative destruction’
(usually ascribed to Joseph Schumpeter).1 The distinguishing element of
Schumpeter’s theory from ‘standard’ theories of firm behaviour is that it recognises
heterogeneity amongst producers and that the continual shift in the composition of the
population of firms through entry, exit, expansion and contraction is essential in
developing and creating new processes, products and markets.

Various formal models have been developed which describe Schumpeterian-
type processes. One class of models focuses on the learning process (either active or
passive) due to experimentation under uncertainty. In the passive learning model
(Jovanovic, 1982) a firm enters a market without knowing its own potential
profitability. Only after entry does the firm start to learn about the distribution of its
own profitability based on noisy information from realised profits. By continually
updating such learning, the firm decides to expand, contract, or to exit. One of the
main implications of this model is that smaller and younger firms should have higher
and more variable growth rates. In the active learning model (Ericson and Pakes,
1995) a firm explores its economic environment actively and invests to enhance its
profitability under competitive pressure from both within and outside the industry. Its
potential and actual profitability changes over time in response to the stochastic
outcomes of the firm’s own investment, and those of other actors in the same market.
The firm grows if successful, shrinks or exits if unsuccessful.

There are a number of stylised facts from firm dynamics that are consistent
with the predictions of models of both experimentation and passive/active learning.2
In particular, cohorts of entrants consist of quite heterogeneous firms: each entrant
starts business with a different initial size reflecting differences in their own
perceived ability. Because of the inherent uncertainty in this experimentation, even an
entrant who is very successful, ex post, has to begin with a smaller size at the initial
stage of this experimentation. This provides an explanation why small and young
survivors show rapid growth (see below). Competition continuously separates
winners and losers with unsuccessful firms exiting the market relatively rapidly, and
successful survivors growing and adapting. The accumulation of experience and
assets, in turn, strengthens survivors and lowers the likelihood of failure.

                                                     
1. Amongst others, see Aghion and Howitt (1992) and Caballero and Hammour (1994, 1996).

Foster, Haltiwanger and Krizan (1998), Caves (1998) and Bartelsman and Doms (2000)
offer further discussion of this literature.

2. Various empirical papers have attempted to identify passive and active learning processes.
For example, using US data, Pakes and Ericson (1998) claim that manufacturing firms are
more consistent with the active learning model whilst retailing firms are more consistent
with the passive learning model.
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One variant of the creative-destruction process is described by vintage
models of technological change. These models stress that new technology is often
embodied in new capital which, however, requires a retooling process in existing
plants (see e.g. Solow, 1960; Cooper, Haltiwanger and Power, 1997). Related to this
idea are models (e.g. Caballero and Hammour, 1994; Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994;
Campbell, 1997) that emphasise the potential role of entry and exit: if new technology
can be better harnessed by new firms, productivity growth will be dependent upon the
entry of new units of production that displace outpaced establishments. Moreover, the
existence of sunk costs implies that new firms using the “state-of-the-art” production
technology coexist with older and less productive firms generating the observed
heterogeneity.

Is there a role for policy and institutions?

Evidence on a large heterogeneity in firms’ behaviour within each industry
and over the business cycle has important implications for the assessment of
aggregate output and productivity performance, and for the setting of growth-
enhancing policies and institutions. If differences in individual firms’ behaviour are
not random, they do not necessarily cancel out at the aggregate level. This highlights
the limits of the “representative agent” hypothesis and suggests that the assessment
of aggregate patterns may require knowledge of the cross-sectoral distribution of
activity and changes at the firm level.

Quite independently of the effects on aggregate patterns, the continuous
process of reallocation of resources across firms involves substantial frictions (i.e. it
is time and resource-consuming for workers and other agents) and aggregate patterns
are likely to be influenced by how these frictions interact with the pace of
reallocation. Moreover, the magnitude of reallocation, and the ability of the economy
to accommodate it, are likely to depend on institutional and regulatory settings as well
as on technological progress and changes in the sectoral composition of the economy.
Knowledge of the nature of adjustment costs for firms and workers at the micro level,
and how these are affected by policy interventions, may contribute to the
understanding of how the aggregate economy evolves and reacts to exogenous
shocks. Furthermore, if technological developments are embodied in new capital and
new firms, then policies affecting intellectual property rights will be important, as
will be the financing of new innovative enterprises and, more generally, market
contestability.

Policy and institutions may also have a role in shaping firm size. Indeed, one
of the dimensions of firm heterogeneity is with respect to size: there is a persistent
dispersion of the size of firms within  an industry and a certain stability in the
stochastic pattern of evolution of firm size (Gibrat's law of independent increments).
These findings have challenged the classical approach to the study of firm size,3 and

                                                     
3. Classical theories of size structure concentrated on technical factors, stressing returns to

scale and efficient scale of operation as the fundamental determinants of size (Viner, 1932).
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prompted the formulation of theories to account for the empirical regularities. Modern
theories posit that the shape of the production function at the firm level is only one of
the factors determining the equilibrium structure of the industry, which will also
depend on such other factors as regulation, level of economic development, size of
the market and so on.4 This implies that national differences in terms of institutions,
such as regulation in the product and the labour markets, taxation and development of
the financial sector can lead to substantial differences in the size distribution of firms,
even in the presence of similar production technologies.

2. Building up a consistent international dataset: The OECD firm-level
study

Empirical studies based on micro-level longitudinal data have rapidly
increased in number over the recent past (see Ahn, 2001 for a survey). Most of them,
however, focus on the United States and results for other countries are often difficult
to compare because of differences in the underlying data and/or in the methodology
used by researchers. This makes it difficult to assess the impact of differences in
institutions and policy settings across countries on observed performance.

The firm-level project described here involves ten OECD countries (United
States, Germany, France, Italy, United Kingdom, Canada, Denmark, Finland, the
Netherlands and Portugal) and, with the active role of experts in these countries,
draws upon a common analytical framework. This involves the harmonisation, to the
extent possible, of key concepts (e.g. entry, exit, or the definition of the unit of
measurement) as well as the definition of common methodologies for studying firm-
level data.

The analysis of firm demographics is based on business registers (Canada,
Denmark, France, Finland, Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States) or social

                                                                                                                                                      
Such theories had no role for both dynamic aspects of firm size evolution and for size
heterogeneity in the steady-state, given that the efficient scale of production is unique.

4. In Lucas (1978), the size of a firm is determined by the ability of the entrepreneur, with
more able entrepreneurs optimally choosing a larger scale of operation and with
entrepreneurial ability distributed randomly in the population. He shows that if the elasticity
of substitution between capital and labor is less than one, average size is positively
correlated with the level of development (i.e. capital per-capita) of the economy. Jovanovic
(1982) builds a model in which the optimal size of the firm is determined by a productivity
parameter drawn upon entering and unknown to the firm, which learns about it during its
life cycle. The model delivers a series of predictions in line with empirical evidence both on
the evolution of firm size at the individual level and on the size distribution. Hopenhayn
(1992) considers a similar model in which the productivity parameter is known, but evolves
as a random process over time. He relates the exogenous characteristics of the industry, such
as the entry cost, total demand and the stochastic process for the productivity parameter to
the steady-state distribution of firms and to the process of entry and exit. Ericson and Pakes
(1995), Pakes and McGuire (1994) endogenize the productivity parameter, assuming that its
evolution is (stochastically) determined by the investment choices of the firms, and study
the interaction of firms in determining the stochastic distribution of firms' size, the evolution
of the industry and of the firm at the individual level.
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security databases (Germany and Italy). Data for Portugal are drawn from an
employment-based register containing information on both establishments and firms.
These databases allow firms to be tracked through time because addition or removal
of firms from the registers (at least in principle) reflects the actual entry and exit of
firms.5 The research protocol used to work within this restriction is described below.
But first, a summary of the collected indicators and a description of the underlying
data sources are given.

Indicators collected

Using these register-based data, time-series indicators on firm demographics
were generated for disaggregated sectors of the ten economies. The classification into
about 40 sectors (roughly the 2-digit level detail of ISIC Rev3) coincides with the
forthcoming release of STAN, the OECD Structural Analysis Database.6 Tabulations
were made for the following items:

Entry: The number of firms entering a given industry in a given year. Also
tabulated, where available, was the number of employees in entering firms.

Exit: The number of firms that leave the register and the number of people
employed in these firms.

One-year firms: The number of firms and employees in those firms that were
present in the register for only one year.

Continuing firms: The number of firms and employees that were in the register
in a given year, as well as in the previous and subsequent year.

The above tabulations were split into 5 firm-size classes. For each industry and year,
further tabulations generated statistics needed to reconstruct the firm-size distribution,
to analyse firm survival rates and to follow employment flows:

Firm survival:   The number of continuing and exiting firms by birth-year. Also
information was collected on the employment of these firms by birth-year, both in
the year of tabulation and in the year of birth. Given the fixed time-span available
in the register data in most countries, both left and right censoring occurs.

Job creation and destruction: Because employment at entering and exiting firms
was already tabulated, completing the information on gross job flows entailed

                                                     
5 . In most countries, these data are confidential and cannot leave the confines of the statistical

agency. See below under the heading “Research Protocol”.

6. See www.oecd.org/data/stan.htm
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collecting the sum of positive and negative employment changes at continuing
firms.7

Other components of the OECD project concern productivity distributions
and correlates of productivity, and are presented in detail in Barnes, Haskel and
Maliranta (2001). In short, information is provided on the distributions of labour
and/or total factor productivity by STAN industry and year, on the decomposition of
productivity growth into within-firm and reallocation components. Further,
information is provided on the means of firm-level variables by productivity quartile,
STAN industry, and year. The variables on which these means are collected vary
according to availability by country, but generally include such items as payroll per
employee, materials intensity, labour intensity by labour type, and other available
correlates in the individual countries.

Description of the data

The key features of the data retained for this study are as follows:

Unit of observation: Data used in the study refer to the firm as the unit of
reference, with the exception of Germany where data are only available with
reference to establishments. Firm-based data are likely to represent more closely
entities that are responsible for key aspects of decision making than are plant-level
data. For example, the latter may disguise the realities of ownership and control,
especially in sectors where multi-plant firms are common. On the other hand,
because ‘firms’ are defined in legal rather than physical terms, variation in
definition across national databases potentially could occur and may raise doubts
as to whether similar decision making units have been identified. Thus, business
registers may define firms at different points in ownership structures; for example
some registers may consider firms that are effectively controlled by a ‘parent’
firm as separate units, whilst other registers may record the parent company only.
In addition, ownership structures themselves may vary across countries because of
tax considerations or other factors that influence how business activities are
organised within the structure of defined legal entities. Within Eurostat, much
effort has been made to harmonize the definition of a business unit (Eurostat,
1998).

Size threshold: While some data sets include even single-person businesses
(businesses without employees) (see Annex Table A1), others omit firms smaller
than a certain size, usually in terms of the number of employees but sometimes in
terms of other measures such as sales (as is the case in the data for France).
Because smaller firms tend to have higher volatility in firm dynamics, differences
between these thresholds should be taken into account in international
comparisons.

                                                     
7. It should be noted that the gross employment flows tabulated from the statistical register

files do not necessarily coincide with gross job flow data tabulated from production surveys,
such as those used by Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996).
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Period of analysis: Firm-level data are on an annual basis, with varying time
spans covered, as shown in Figure 1. The German, Danish and Finnish register
data cover the longest time periods, while data for the other countries are available
for shorter periods of time or, although available for longer periods, include
significant breaks in definitions or coverage.

[Figure 1.  Demographics: Data availability]

Sectoral coverage: Special efforts have been made to organise the data along a
common industry classification (ISIC Rev. 3) that matches the forthcoming
release of the STAN database. In the panel datasets constructed to generate the
tabulations, firms were allocated to one STAN sector that most closely fit their
operations over the complete time-span. In countries where the data collection by
the statistical agency varied across major sector (e.g., construction, industry,
services), a firm that switched between major sectors could not be tracked as a
continuing firm but ended up creating an exit in one sector and an entry in
another. Most countries have been able to provide firm demographic data across
most sectors of the economy, with the exception that public services are often not
included (the United Kingdom is a special case where data only refer only to
manufacturing).

Unresolved data problems: Despite efforts to harmonise the definitions of
indicators and sectors, the underlying databases have not been collected in the
same way across countries. Also, within countries changes in data sources over
time may make comparisons difficult. The first issue relates to unit of observation.
Within the EU, statistics offices are harmonising their business registers to be
based on the smallest ‘autonomous’ reporting units. Generally, this will be above
the establishment level. However, firms that have operating units in multiple
countries in the EU will have at least one unit counted in each country. Of course,
it may well be that the national boundaries that generate a statistical split-up of a
firm, in fact split a firm in a ‘real’ sense as well. Also related to the unit of
analysis is the issue of mergers and acquisitions. No attempt has been made to
follow these in a systematic and comparable manner. In some countries, the
business registers have been keeping track of such organisational changes within
and between firms in the most recent years, but this information is not used in the
present study.

Research Protocol

The construction of longitudinal firm-level data is often complex, and
requires specialised knowledge and experience of the data sources. For example,
tracking firms through business registers requires an in-depth understanding of how
registers are designed and changes that occur to them over time. Firm-level data are
also subject to various protocols (often embodied in legal requirements) relating to
the protection of information. The data are typically only accessible to designated
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individuals and output prepared for wider circulation usually has to be vetted before
being released. Sometimes certain output data has to be suppressed because they do
not pass rules which are aimed at protecting individual firms from being identified.

In order to work within these constraints, the firm-level project consisted of
country experts taking part in a network.8 All experts participated in the design of the
analytical framework of the study and, in particular, each of them co-led one of the
teams in which the study is organised. The other task was to collect and analyse
national data for all themes according to common procedures. At an early stage in the
process, meta-data were collected describing the data available in the various
countries. At a face-to-face meeting hosted by the OECD, the basic policy questions
were confronted with the data realities and choices were made regarding the exercises
that could be done on a consistent basis in all, or most, countries.

For the sub-themes firm demographics and survival analysis, pseudo-code
was developed and coded into programmes that could be adopted by the country
experts into computer code to run on their own databases. Where possible the input
datasets were standardised to ease the adaptation of programmes. The output datasets
were completely standardised and shared among team members. In appendix 1 the
pseudo-code for demographics and survival are presented.

3. The size of firms across industries and countries

Firm size distribution has attracted a great deal of attention in the recent
policy debate (see for example Eurostat, 1998). Its role has been analysed with
reference to a very diverse range of topics, such as the process of job creation and
destruction (Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh, 1996), country specialisation models
(Davis and Henrekson, 1999), and the response of the economy to monetary shocks
(Gertler and Gilchrist, 1994).

More to the point of this study, firm size distribution might be an important
determinant of productivity growth at the macroeconomic level. Seminal
contributions in the theory of growth (Solow, 1956; Romer, 1990) had no role for size
structure, because the final goods sector displayed constant returns to scale. In reality,
as the work of Schumpeter (1934) had shown, there might be important links between
market structure and growth, particularly through innovative activity. Recent work by
Peretto (1999) formalises this idea in an endogenous growth model with a role for
market structure. He finds that size distribution is not neutral with respect to growth,
although the net effect cannot be signed a priori. Pagano and Schivardi (2001) tackle
the issue empirically, and, using sectoral data for eight European countries in the
1990s, find that higher average size is associated with higher productivity growth.
                                                     
8 . The experts involved in the study are in addition to the authors of this paper: John Baldwin

(Statistics Canada); Tor Erickson (Ministry of Finance and Aarhus School of Business);
Seppo Laaksonen, Hohti Satu, and Mika Maliranta (Statistics Finland and Research Institute
of the Finnish Economy); Bruno Crépon and Richard Duhautois (INSEE, France); Thorsten
Schank (University on Mannheim); Jonathan Haskel and Matthew Barnes (Queen Mary and
Westfield College; Ron Jarmin (Center for Economic Studies, US Census Bureau).
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Moreover, they identify R&D as the relevant channel through which size influences
growth. The positive association between size and growth is also found by Acs, Mork
and Yeung (1999) for manufacturing in the US.

As stressed above, most previous empirical work on firm size distribution
has been undertaken within a single country, given the scarcity of internationally
comparable datasets. Using new international datasets, some recent work has been
done to consider systematically the issue.9 The “stylised facts emerging from both
single-country and cross-countries studies can be summarised as follows:

− Small enterprises constitute the vast majority of firms, but they account
for proportionately less employment.

− There are important sectoral components of firms size; in particular,
manufacturing firms tend to be larger than services firms.

− Less predictably, there are consistent country patterns, even after
controlling for sectoral specialisation.

These results are broadly confirmed by our findings.

The number of firms with fewer than 20 employees ranges from 86 per cent
of the total number of firms  (France, Portugal) to 96 per cent (Netherlands) The
employment share of the small firms is much lower and ranges from 16 per cent in
the United States to 48 per cent in Finland (Table 1). It should be stressed, however,
that data for some countries include firms without employees. Excluding
self-employed from the count of firms yields an average size of firms in total
economy of 29 employees in the United States (instead of 24, see Table 2) and 12 in
the Netherlands (instead of 6).

Table 1.  Small firms across broad sectors and countries, 1989-94

The firm-size distribution differs across sectors. Small firms account for a
larger share of employment in services than in manufacturing, arguably because
technological factors and economies of scale play a more important role in the latter.
The share of firms with fewer than 20 employees in the services sector is above or
close to 90 per cent in almost all countries, while in manufacturing the shares range
between 70 and 88 per cent (Table 1). Except for France, average firm size,

                                                     
9. Rajan and Zingales (1999) use a dataset of Eurostat (1998) with sectoral data on size for a

set of European countries to study the determinant of average size. They find that both
sectoral factors (such as size of the market, capital intensity, R&D intensity) and country
factors (such as the level of human capital, judicial efficiency and accounting standards)
have an influence of average firm size. Traù undertakes a comparative study of the major
industrialized economies from the  mid-sixties to the mid-nineties,  showing that the size
structures display a high level of persistence, that size structures are differentiated across
countries and that they show little evidence of convergence over time. Pagano and Schivardi
(2001), using the dataset of Eurostat, find that average firm size tends to differ significantly
across countries
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calculated as total employment over total number of firms, is 2 to 4 times larger in
manufacturing than in services. (Table 2).

Table 2.  Average number of employees per firm in broad sectors of
OECD countries, 1989-94

If technological factors are the predominant element in determining size, then
we should find that, for narrowly defined sectors, size distribution is similar across
countries. In this case, the analysis of firm size cannot be separated from that of
sectoral specialisation. On the other hand, if we find that even narrowly defined
sectors are characterised by different scales across countries, and that there are
consistent patterns within countries, then size distribution is an independent issue, and
it becomes important to understand both why it differs across countries and what are
the potential economic effects of such differences.

In fact, there are significant differences in firm size across countries as well. If
we consider average size again (Table 2), the sample of countries can be broadly
divided in two subgroups, with the US, France,Germany (West), and Portugal
characterised by an average size for the total business sector above 15 employees and
the rest around (or below) 10. If we restrict the attention to manufacturing, we find
that the UK is also characterised by a large average size (50, compared with 78 for
the US and 14 for Italy), while France no longer ranks at the top of the size
distribution (24). The high overall size of French firms is due to the large size of
firms in the business service sectors, where the country has the highest average size
(25 employees). Within manufacturing, high-tech firms tend to have a higher than
average size in most countries.

To assess the role of specialisation versus that of within-sector differences we
need to undertake a more disaggregated analysis. Table 3 carries out a within-sector
comparison of size differences, taking 1993 as a reference year.10 The first column
gives the average size across the ten countries, calculated again as total employment
over total number of firms, which should at least partially net out national
peculiarities and therefore can be used as a benchmark. The other columns report, for
each country, the size of broad industries relative to the cross-country average of
column 1. Figures above unity indicate that the average firm size of a given sector in
a given country is higher than the cross-country average and vice-versa.

Table 3. Relative firm size across sectors and countries

In terms of cross-country average (column 1), the ranking of sectors is as
expected, with the construction sector at the lower end of the distribution, followed
by services and light manufacturing, while chemicals, rubber, plastic and fuel
products, “utilities” and transport equipment at the upper end. In the non-agricultural
                                                     
10. Given the low frequencies at which the size structure evolves, results are very similar if we

take a different year or an average over more years. For the UK, we use the last available
year (1992).
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business sector, and excluding utilities, between the smallest (construction) and the
largest (transport equipment) there is a difference of a factor of 25. This is a clear
signal that technological factors play an important role in determining differences in
size across sectors, and indicates that an international  comparison necessarily needs
to take into account sectoral specialisation.

If technological factors were predominant in determining firm size across
countries, we should find that the values in columns 2 to 10 in Table 3 are
concentrated around one. If, on the contrary, the size differences were explained
mainly by national factors inducing a consistent bias within sectors, then we would
expect the countries with an overall value above (below) the average (i.e. in the
“Total” category) to be characterised by values generally above (below) one in the
sub-sectors. The table shows that intra-sectoral differences are important: indeed, the
rows display large variations, indicating that the same sector can be characterised by
very different size structures in different countries.11 By computing the standard
deviation by row, we find that the sectors that have the most highly dispersed size
structure are food and tobacco, utilities, textile, leather and footwear, while the
lowest dispersion is found in trade and hotels, construction and transport and
communication.

A first indication of within-country differences is the standard deviation of
sectoral entries in each country (not shown in Table 3). According to this indicator,
the two countries with the lowest deviation are Denmark and Canada, with the
Netherlands,  Germany, Finland and Italy in the intermediate range and the other
countries with a more dispersed cross-sectoral size structure. Indeed, the countries
with the largest overall size also display larger standard deviation, a point on which
we will return later. These results lend support that to the view that national
characteristics are a fundamental determinant of the size structure even controlling for
sectoral specialisation, but that the degree of within country homogeneity varies from
country to country.

 The analysis suggests that the overall differences in average firm size
between countries do not solely reflect specialisation differences, but rather reflect
variations in size within sectors. This conclusion is supported be a more formal
inspection. Table 4 presents fixed-effect regressions in which the share of small firms
(fewer than 20 employees) in the total number of firms is expressed as a function of
country- and sector-specific effects. Equation B in the table also controls for the
presence of outliers in the sample.12 In order to identify country and sectoral fixed

                                                     
11. One could argue that the differences are dictated by the fact that the sectoral subdivision is

not precise enough: for example, the “Metal, machinery and equipment” sector is rather
broad in terms of technological characteristics. Indeed, our results hold true even when we
use the fines sectoral subdivision available in our dataset (two digit which, for some
manufacturing sectors, cab be further split at three digits, see the methodological notes).

12. TheThe outliers that have been removed from the sample are those with a studentised
residual greater than 2.5. For each observation, the studentised residuals was obtained by
considering a mean-shift outlier model in which the basic equation is augmented by a
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effects, we omitted the textile, leather and footwear sector and the United States.
Country coefficients should, thus, be read, relative to the United States. Controlling
for sectors and countries explains more than two-thirds of the total variance in the
sample. The coefficients of the country dummy variables suggest that the cross-
country difference persist after controlling for the sectoral composition of the
economy: all but one country (UK)  have a positive coefficient, pointing to a higher
share of small firms compared with the United States. The difference is particularly
marked in the case of Italy and Finland. For the countries for which the distinction
can be made, the table also reports the interaction effect between country and industry
dummies for the high-tech industries of manufacturing:13 in all countries these
interactions terms are negatively signed, i.e. high-tech industries tend to have a
smaller-than average proportion of small firms, with a particularly strong effect in
Italy, the Netherlands and, especially, Finland.

Table 4.  Fixed effect regressions of firm size

To properly asses the role of sectoral specialisation vs. national peculiarities
we also use a shift-and-share decomposition, which allows to disentangle the effects
of each of the two components. We restrict our attention to the manufacturing sector.
Moreover, to account for the role of sectoral specialisation, we calculate the overall
mean in manufacturing not as a simple arithmetic mean, but rather as a weighted
average of the arithmetic mean within sub-sectors, weighted by the employment share
of the sub-sector itself: �=

i ijijj ss ω , where js  is the average firm size in

manufacturing in country j,  sij  is the average firm size in sub-sector i and ijω  is the
share of employment in sub-sector i with respect to total employment in
manufacturing. Define now s  as the overall mean in manufacturing across countries
and iω  as the share of overall employment is sub-sector j. Then the difference
between country j and overall mean can be decomposed as follows:

=−−+−+−=−=− ����� i iijiiji iiiijiii iji iii ijijj sssssssss ))(()()( ωωωωωωω

                                   = ∆ω + ∆s + ∆ωs

The first term accounts for differences in the sectoral composition of
employment, the second for differences within sectors and the last an interaction
term. The latter can be interpreted loosely as an indicator of covariance: if it is
positive, size and sectoral composition deviate from the benchmark in the same

                                                                                                                                                      
dummy variable that has the i-th element equal to one and all other elements zero. The
studentised residual is the t-statistics of the dummy variable.

13. The high-tech group includes the following manufacturing industries: “pharmaceuticals”;
“office accounting and computing machines”; “radio television and communication
equipment”; and “aircraft and spacecraft”. See Hatzichronoglou (OECD-STI Working
Papers, No. 1997/2).
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direction. More importantly, when the first two terms have the same sign, both
specialisation and size within sector contributes in the same way to overall mean.14

The results are reported in Table 5. For all countries, the interaction term is positive,
indicating that sectors that are characterised by a larger than average size also have
larger than average share of total employment. Moreover, the distortion with respect
to the average has the same sign for both the specialisation component and the within
sector component [ejb: these two terms ‘specialization’ and ‘within sector’ are
introduced now. Tie them to earlier terms], a further indication of the concordance
between size within sector and specialisation. Finally, the role of the within sector
differences is in general larger that that of specialisation.

Table 5.  Shift and share analysis of firm size

For six countries (Finland, France, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands and
Portugal), we also have information on higher moments. Table 6 reports the sectoral
standard deviation, again normalised by the overall cross-country standard deviation.
In the business sector, the sector with the largest standard deviation is Electricity, gas
and water supply, arguably because this utility sector is heavily regulated and is
characterised by legal monopolies in many countries. Also Transport equipment
shows a high degree of dispersion, while the Wood industry  is by far the least
dispersed. In terms of differences across countries,in manufacturing the three largest
countries are characterised by a higher standard deviation.

Table 6. Within industry standard deviation of firm size

The dispersion of size across industries might not be independent from the
average size: indeed, if one thinks at size as a random variable that changes
proportionally, then we should expect that size and standard deviation are positively
correlated. To account for this, we also calculate the coefficient of variation (the
standard deviation divided by the mean). When we do this, we find that both the
across-sector and the across country dispersion is reduced (Table 7). The most
noticeable variations are that  Italy appears to be characterised by a relatively high
dispersion, while the contrary is true for Portugal. To further investigate the
relationship between the average and the standard deviation, we regress the log of the
standard deviation on the log of the average, including country and sector dummies.
The coefficient is .51 (standard error 0.04), which means that the elasticity is larger
than zero, as the previous analysis suggested, but smaller than unity, as a pure
                                                     
14. This is also an indirect check of the fact that the size measures are not invalidated by

definitional differences. If a country has policies that tend to favor a particular size structure,
one should find both a distortion toward that structure in each sector and a higher proportion
of employment in sectors that are ``naturally'' characterized by the same structure. Measures
of sectoral specialization, based on the share of workers, are less problematic in terms of
definitional differences. As we expect that country distortions to go in the same direction for
both indicators, if we find that the results of size analysis are in line with those of the
sectoral specialization, we can be fairly confident that the size differences observed
correspond to actual differences and not to variation in measurement methods.
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statistical model of size distribution as a random variable with a proportional shifter
would predict.

Table 7. Within industry coefficient of variation of firm size

4. The demographics of firms

Micro data also allow to characterise the demographics of firms across
sectors and countries and thus shed light on the dynamism behind sectoral or
aggregate patterns. Moreover, Barnes et al. (2001), amongst others, have shown that
the entry of new firms -- and especially the exit of low productivity units -- make a
significant contribution to sectoral productivity growth in all countries.

Our data confirm previous findings suggesting that a large number of firms
enter and exit most markets every year (Figure 2). Data covering the first part of the
1990s show the firm turnover rate (entry plus exit rates)15 to be between 15 and 20
per cent in the business sector of most countries: i.e. a fifth of firms are either recent
entrants, or will close down within the year.

Figure 2. Turnover rates in broad sectors of OECD countries, 1989-94

The process of entry and exit of firms involves a proportionally low number
of workers: only about 10 per cent of employment is involved in firm turnover, and in
the United States, Germany and Canada, employment-based turnover rates are less
than 5 per cent (bottom Panel of Figure 2). The difference between firm turnover
rates and employment-based turnover rates arises from the fact that entrants (and
exiting firms) are generally smaller than incumbents. New firms are only 40 to 60 per
cent the average size of existing firms, and their relative size is less than a fifth of that
of incumbents in the United States and Canada (Figure 3).16

Figure 3. Average firm size of entering and exiting firms relative to total firms

The relatively small size of entrants in Canada and especially the United
States reflects both the large size of incumbents (see above) and the small average
size of entrants compared to that in most other countries (in the U.S., about
2.5 employees in the total economy and about 5 in manufacturing). In other words,
entrant firms are further away from the efficient size in the United States than in most
other countries for which data are available. There are a number of different possible
                                                     
15. The entry rate is defined as the number of new firms divided by the total number of

incumbent and entrants firms producing in a given year; the exit rate is defined as the
number of firms exiting the market in a given year divided by the population of origin,
i.e. the incumbents in the previous year.

16. A similar picture emerge from the decomposition of entry by size: entry rates amongst firms
with more than 20 employees are half to a third of the overall, and in western Germany only
about 3 per cent of medium-large firms enter and exit the market on average every year.
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explanations for this. First, the larger market of the United States may partly explain
the larger average size of incumbents.17 Second, the wider gap between entry size and
the minimum efficient size in the United States may reflect economic and institutional
factors, e.g. the relatively low entry and exit costs may increase incentives to start up
relatively small businesses.18 We will go back to this issue later.

Turnover rates vary significantly across sectors in each country. In particular,
the variability of turnover rates for the same industry across countries is comparable
in magnitude to the across industry variability in each country. In other words, both
country-specific effect and sector-specific effects contribute to the observed
variability of firm churning in the country sample.19 A typical finding is that turnover
rates weighted by employment are somewhat higher in the service sector than in
manufacturing. There are, however a few exceptions, such as Italy and Finland, where
no significant difference amongst these broad sectors can be detected: in the case of
Italy this is likely to be due to the relatively smaller differences in average size of
firms in manufacturing and services;20 while for Finland the high turnover in
manufacturing is largely the result of the major restructuring that took place in the
aftermath of the deep recession of the early 1990s.

The sectoral dimension allows us to compare entry and exit rates and
characterise turnover. If entries were driven by profits in given industries being
relatively high and exits were driven by profits being relatively low, one should
observe a negative cross-sectional correlation between entry and exit rates. However,
confirming previous evidence (e.g. Geroski, 1991a; Baldwin and Gorecki, 1991)
entry and exit rates are generally highly correlated across industries in the different
countries, and this is particularly so when the rates are weighted by employment
(Table 8). This finding suggests that entries and exits are part of a process in which a
large number of new firms displace a large number of obsolete firms, without
affecting significantly the total number of firms in the market at each point in time.21

                                                     
17 . Geographical considerations may also affect the average size of firms: firms with plants

spreading into different US states are recorded as single units, while establishments
belonging to the same firm but located in different EU states are recorded as separate units.

18. As discussed in Nicoletti et al. (1999), regulations affecting the start up of firms are
generally much less  stringent in the United States than in most of Europe, with the notable
exception of the United Kingdom.

19. Two sectors stand out as clear outliers: agriculture, where Portugal and the United States
have very high turnover rates in absolute and relative terms; and electricity gas and water,
where turnover is very low in some countries. This latter result is perhaps not surprising
given that this industry is often dominated by public utilities.

20. As discussed above, turnover is negatively correlated with average firm size in most
countries, and the smaller scale of the Italian manufacturing firms can at least partially
explain a relatively higher degree of churning.

21. Dunne et al. (1988) suggest that entry and exit rates are correlated with a lag in the United
States. However, even then the entry rate in a given five-year period is positively correlated
with exit rates in the following five years (see also Boeri and Bellmann, 1995, for
Germany).
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Two countries seem to require a somewhat different interpretation: Finland and
France where the correlation between entry and exit is not statistically significant.
The lack of any significant correlation between entry and exit in Finland is likely to
be due to the fact that the crisis of the early 1990s hit specific industries very badly
(e.g. those exposed to the Eastern market), while other areas of manufacturing
actually expanded during the 1990s. For France, we do not have a clear-cut
interpretation for this result.

Table 8. Correlation between entry and exit rates across industries, 1989-94

Tables 9 and 10 explore various influences shaping entry and exit rates via
fixed-effect regressions. The omitted sector is “food, beverage and tobacco”, the
omitted size class is 20-49 and the omitted country is the United States. Equation A in
both tables includes year dummies to control for specific time effects, while the other
specifications also include a country-specific indicator of aggregate demand (the
output gap). From equation C onwards, the regressions control for the presence of
outliers in the data (see above for details). Equation D replicates the analysis on the
basis of employment-weighted entry and exit rates. Moreover, equations A to D
include dummies for the different size classes, while equation E uses a continuous
variable (the sectoral average size) to assess the role of size on entry and allows the
coefficient of size to vary across countries.

Table 9. Entry rate regressions
Table 10. Exit rate regressions

The results suggest that controlling for country, sector and time effects
explains more than 50 per cent of the total variance in the sample (especially if
outliers are controlled for). The country dummies indicate the same picture as that
presented on the basis of Figure 2 above, i.e. differences in aggregate turnover rates
are not strongly affected by differences in the composition of the economy. Thus,
entry rates are significantly higher than in the United States in all countries but
western Germany and Italy. The differences are also not marked in Netherlands,
while they are significantly so in the United Kingdom, Finland and Portugal, where
entry rates were more than 2 percentage points higher than in the US. As expected,
weighting for employment tends to reinforce the difference across countries, given
the smaller size of US entrants with respect to other countries, the weighted
difference are in some cases greater than 3-4 percentage points.

Entry rates decline with size of entrant, although the effect is not linear: small
firms (below 20 employees) have a significantly higher entry rates than the reference
group (20-49), ceteris paribus, while larger firms (50 and more) have only marginally
lower entry rates. Allowing for a different size effect across countries
(e.g. equation D) points to a modest effect of size on entry rates in Italy, Denmark and
the Netherlands, while the effect is very strong in Portugal and the UK manufacturing
sector.
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Figure 4 shows the estimated industry fixed effects from the entry rate
equation ( specification C in Table 9). Values in the figure are relative to the overall
business sector (un-weighted) average. The main element emerging from the figure is
the higher than average entry rates in industries related to information and
communication technologies (ICT). This is particularly true within manufacturing,
where ICT industries (referred to as high tech in the figure) tend to have significantly
higher entry rates, but also in some service industries (e.g. “post and communication”,
and the “computer and related activities” as well as the “research and development”
within “business activities”). This evidence lends some support to the vintage models
of technological changes whereby rapid technological changes are associated with
greater firm churning with new innovative units replacing outpaced ones. More
generally, the figure suggests that, even controlling for size and country-specific
effects, firms in the business service sector tend to have higher than average entry
rate, although they are characterised by a large variability.

Figure 4.  Industry fixed effects from the entry rate equation

Given the generally high cross-sectoral correlation between entry and exit
rates, regressions focussing on the latter largely replicate what was already discussed
in terms of entry. There are, however, some notable exceptions. While the
coefficients of both western Germany and the United Kingdom are consistent with
those obtained in the entry rate regressions, Italy and especially Portugal have lower
exit rates than the US, while they also have similar (Italy) or significantly higher
(Portugal) entry rates.

Sectoral details give us the opportunity to shed some light on the evolution of
entry and exit over time and market life cycle. Previous micro evidence suggests that
part of the observed differences in entry rates across industries is due to a sporadic
pattern of entry over time which tends not to be correlated across industries (see Gort
and Klepper, 1982; Geroski, 1995). Thus, very low or very high entry rates do not
tend to persist over time. At the same time, it seems likely that part of the ‘sporadic’
pattern of entry as well as other features of firm-level data are likely a reflection of
links between firm demographics and product cycles. Studies of specific products or
markets broadly confirm the notion that following commercial introduction there is
an initial phase of rapid entry, followed by levelling off and then contraction in the
number of firms.22 Thus, for example the observation of ‘waves’ of entry at different
points in time across industries may reflect initial phases in the product cycle.
Available data do not permit specific products to be followed over time. Rather they
focus on detailed industries that still include a variety of products and markets.
Nevertheless, Table 11 sheds some light on the persistency of entry rate differentials
across industries by displaying the (Spearman) rank correlations of industry entry
rates over different time spans. The correlation is often above 0.5 in the five-year
cross-sections, but tends to decline over longer time spans. Moreover, the correlation
of employment-based entry penetration rate is even lower and declines more rapidly
                                                     
22. For example, a study of 46 products in the United States by Gort and Klepper (1982) found

a typical initial phase of entry of about 10 years and a phase of contraction of about 5 years.
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over longer time spans. Hence, high-entry industries at a point in time are not
necessarily at the top of the entry industry ranking ten or even five years later. Albeit
indirect, this observation is interesting because it throws additional light on
cross-sectional differences in market conditions. While most structural indicators of
industry competitiveness indicate broadly stable cross-sectional differences, entry
rates (which could also be considered as a proxy for competitiveness) display much
wider fluctuations, hinting at the need for considering the “maturity” of each industry.

Table 11. Spearman rank correlation of industry entry rates between different
years

5. Post-entry survival and employment growth

The high correlation between entry and exit across industries in a given year
raises the question of the “life expectancy” of those firms that survive infancy. This
can be assessed by looking at the survivor and hazard functions. Figure 5 presents
non-parametric (graphic) estimates of both of them for firms that entered the market
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The survivor function specifies the probability that
a firm from a cohort of entrants will have a lifetime in excess of a given duration,
while the hazard function corresponds to the conditional probability of leaving the
market after a certain life span.23

Figure 5. Hazard and survival functions for broad sectors

In the United States and to a minor extent in Italy and the UK manufacturing,
there is some evidence of a non monotonic hazard function: especially in the former,
the probability of exiting the market increases somewhat from the first to the second
year. This evidence provides some evidence of a “honeymoon” effect, whereby the
firm’s initial stock of assets affords it some insurance against failure in the early life.
In the other countries, the probability of failure declines steeply with age in the first
years and then stabilises to fairly constant values.

Figure 6 suggests that hazard rates tend to decline monotonically with firm
size characteristics.24 Differences in hazard rates across industry size clusters are
particularly evident in the early stages of firm’s life. As of the fourth- fifth year of
life, hazard rates for all size groups tend to be fairly similar in most countries.
                                                     
23. The estimator for the hazard function  is the ratio between the number of exits at duration tj

divided by the total number of firms that could have left then. Essentially, this estimator is
obtained by setting the estimated probability of completion of a firm spell at tj equal to the
observed relative frequency of completion at tj . Formally : jj nh /ˆ =λ where hj is the
number of firms which left the market and nj is the total number of firms in the risk set. The
corresponding estimator for the survivor function is: ( )∏ −= j jjjj nhntS )( .

24. Given data availability, industries are first grouped according to the average size of entrants
and then averages of the hazard rates are calculated for each group (low, medium and high
entry size) separately.
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Figure 6. Hazard functions by average entrant size

Looking at cross-country differences in survivor rates, about 20 per cent
(United States) to more than 40 per cent (United Kingdom) of entering firms fail
within the first two years (Figure 7). Conditional on overcoming the initial years, the
prospect of firms improves in the subsequent period: firms that remain in the business
after the first two years have a 50 to 80 per cent chance of surviving for five more
years. Nevertheless, only about 30-50 per cent of total entering firms in a given year
survive beyond the seventh year.

Figure 7. Firm survival at different lifetimes, 1990s

Figure 7 suggests significant cross-country differences in survival rates at
different lifetimes. However, as discussed above in the case of firm turnover,
differences in the sectoral composition across countries could partly cloud the
international comparison. Table 12 presents fixed effect regressions on firms’ hazard
rates. Explanatory variables include the usual country and industry dummies plus
duration and its square to account for the duration dependence of hazard rates. As in
the previous cases, the identification is guaranteed by omitting the “Food, beverage
and Tobacco” industry and the dummy for the United States. The first two equations
(A and B) impose common coefficients on the duration variables. However, the
homogeneity restriction on both variables is strongly rejected by the data (the F-test
for the homogeneity of the coefficients of duration and duration squared are,
respectively, 82.2 and 61.1). Thus, the last two equations consider country-specific
duration effects. Taking into account the estimated coefficients in the last column (D),
the differences (in percentage points) in the hazard rates after 2 and 4 years of life
with respect to the United States are as follows:

Difference in hazard rate
at duration 2 years (in %)

Difference in hazard rate
at duration 4 years (in %)

Western Germany 7.3 -2.8
France 1.4 -5.6
Italy -0.6 -2.4
United Kingdom 11.2 2.9
Finland 13.8 -8.0
Portugal 1.1 -4.5

Finland and the United Kingdom stand with significantly higher infant mortality than
the United States, while the other countries have broadly similar infant failure rates.
However, hazard rates decline more steeply in most countries than in the United
States (as shown by the differences in the duration coefficients in Table 12), the sole
exception being the UK (manufacturing). The results for Finland are partially affected
by the major restructuring taking place in the early 1990s (thus affecting firms
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entering the market over that period), while those for the UK are consistent with a
view of significant dynamism and turnover as already indicated in the paper.

Table 12. Fixed effect regressions of hazard rates

There is substantial variation in survival rates at different life spans across
manufacturing industries and the entire business sector. Overall, the variance of
“infant mortality” (or failure within the first year) across industries is similar to the
variance of entry rates across industries (Table 13).25 Furthermore, these industry
differences in initial failure are also reflected in the variability of long-term survival
rates (i.e. 5-7 years of age) which remains substantial. This evidence points to the fact
that industry characteristics that are generally considered to create barriers for firms
to enter the market are likely to condition initial survival even more (see also Geroski,
1995).

Table 13. Variability of entry and first-year hazard rates across industries

 As discussed above, the likelihood of failure is higher in industries with low
average size. Consistently, within each sector, failure rates in the early years of
activity are highly skewed towards small units, while surviving firms are not only
larger but also tend to grow rapidly. Thus, the size of exiting firms is broadly similar
to the size of entering firms in most countries (Figure 3 bottom panel), and the
average size of surviving firms increases rapidly to approach the average size of
incumbents in the market in which they operate. This is particularly the case in the
US and could reflect the greater opportunities offered to small firms there, even
though their failure rate is high.26

Each given cohort tends to increase rapidly in the initial years because
failures are highly concentrated amongst its smallest units and because of the
significant growth of survivors. These facts are best presented by looking at survival
rates expressed in terms of total employment of a given cohort and in terms of net
employment gains amongst surviving firms (Figures 8 and 9). The time profile of the
survivor function expressed in terms of employment is shifted upward and it is flatter
compared with that referring to the firm survivor function, due to the exit of
predominantly smaller units. The United States is a major outlier in this respect, given
the fact that on average a given cohort doubles its employment in the first two years
of life, while in the other countries total employment remains in the 80-100 per cent
range of its initial level. The corollary is that US firms experience a major increase in

                                                     
25. Table 13 presents the standard deviation of cross-industry entry rates and hazard rates, the

latter by duration. It shows that the cross-industry variability of entry rates is similar to that
of hazard rates, especially at the to ends of the duration distribution, that is in the first years
of firm’s life and amongst firms reaching the 6th or 7th year of life.

26. This greater experimentation of small firms in the US market may also contribute to explain
the evidence of a lower than average productivity of US firms at entry (see Barnes et al.,
2001).
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size during the initial years, while employment gains amongst surviving firms in
Europe are in the order of 10 - 20 per cent (Figure 9).27

Figure 8.  Employment-based survival rates at different lifetimes, Total
employment,  1990s

Figure 9.  Net employment gains among surviving firms,  1990s

This significant difference in the employment gains of US surviving firms
with respect to their European counterparts deserves a closer look. One possible
source of discrepancy comes from the different business cycle conditions in the US
vis à vis most European countries: the figures reported above refer to the early 1990s,
when annual employment growth in manufacturing and business services was 2 and 4
per cent, respectively in the US; by contrast, manufacturing employment fell in all
European countries over that period, and in the business services only western
Germany and Portugal recorded significant increases in employment. The Italian and
Portuguese data allow to test for the stability of post-entry employment dynamics to
different business cycle conditions. In particular, net employment gains in the first
three years of live were -- over the second-half of the 1980s (an expansionary
period) -- only marginally higher than those observed in the early 1990s; i.e.
surviving firms experienced a 30 to 40 per cent increase in their employment. In
contrast, initial firm survivor rates were generally higher in the late-1980s: in
manufacturing they were around 80 per cent for two-years old firms and around 75
per cent for those in business services. This seems to suggest that different business
cycle conditions affect more the probability of surviving than the expansion of those
that succeed in staying in the market. In turn, differences in post-entry development
of European firms with the US counterparts are likely to depict structural differences
rather than aggregate demand conditions.

Net employment growth amongst surviving firms vary significantly across
sectors. In particular, surviving firms in high technology industries are all
characterised by larger than average post entry employment growth (Figure 10). In
particular, firms in ICT-related industries (office accounting and computing
machinery and  radio TV and communication equipment) generally experience rapid
post entry growth in Finland, Italy, Portugal and the US. Given the large size of these
industries in the US compared with most other countries (Finland is an exception),
this can, albeit only to a limited extent,28 contribute to explain the overall higher post
entry employment growth there.

Figure 10.  Net employment gains among surviving firms in high-technology
industries,  1990s

                                                     
27. The results for the US are consistent with the evidence in Audretsch (1995). He found that

the four-year employment growth amongst surviving firms was about 90 per cent.

28. In particular, ICT industries account for about 5 per cent of total GDP in the US and even
less in terms of employment.
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6. Concluding remarks: the policy implications of firm-level results

This paper reviews cross-country evidence on firm demographics and
post-entry developments in ten OECD countries. The novelty of our approach is in
the harmonisation of firm level data across countries, which enables international
comparisons and the identification of country-specific factors as opposed to sectoral
and time effects. The paper is of a fact-finding nature and its main goal is to assess
how certain stylised facts presented in the literature on firm demographics and
post-entry growth -- largely relying on US data -- are corroborated by evidence on a
broader range of countries, characterised by different economic structures, institutions
and aggregate growth performances over the period analysed. Our main findings can
be summarised as follows:   

− The average size of incumbents varies widely across sectors and countries. It
is generally smaller in most European countries than in the United States due
to differences in both the sectoral composition of the economy and
within-industry peculiarities. These two factors are also positively correlated:
i.e. sectoral specialisation and within-sector characteristics both contribute to
differentiate average firm size across countries.

− The dispersion of within-industry firm size is generally associated with the size
of the domestic market: countries with a greater domestic market also show
greater variability in firm size across most sectors.

− Firm turnover is significant: about 20 per cent of firms enter and exit most
markets every year. This process, however, involves only about 5-10 per cent
of total employment because exiting and especially entering firms have a
smaller-than-average size. These features of firm demographics suggest that
the entry of small firms is relatively easy, while larger-scale entry is more
difficult and, more importantly, many small firms exit the market before
reaching the efficient scale of production.

− Entry and exit rates are highly correlated across industries, and this is
particularly so when they are weighted by employment. This suggests that
entries and exits are part of a process in which a large number of new firms
displace a large number of obsolete firms (which may themselves be relatively
new), without affecting significantly the total number of firms in the market at
each point in time.

− Although there is a large cross-sectoral variation in entry rates, differences
between industries do not persist for very long, i.e. high entry industries at one
point in time do not necessarily rank at the top of the industry distribution five
to ten years later. This results throws new light on cross-sectoral differences in
market conditions: while most indicators of industry competitiveness suggest
broadly stable across-industry differences, entry rates (another proxy for
competitiveness) display much wider fluctuations and hint at the importance of
product cycles in explaining industry dynamics.
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− Market selection is pretty harsh: about 20 to 40 per cent of entering firms fail
within the first two years of life. And, although failure rates decline with
duration, only about 30-50 per cent of total entering firms in a given cohort
survive beyond the seventh year.

− The likelihood of failure in the early years of activity is highly skewed towards
small units, while surviving firms are not only larger but also tend to grow
rapidly. The combined effect of exits being concentrated amongst the smallest
units and the growth of survivors makes the average size of a given cohort to
increase rapidly towards the efficient scale.

− The cross-sectoral variability in infant mortality is similar to the variability in
entry rates and this can be taken as evidence that certain industry
characteristics that as supposed to create entry barriers may, as well, create
barriers to survival.

There are a number of policy implications that can be derived from these
findings. In particular, our evidence seems to confirm that there is a lot of firm
dynamism in all OECD countries, with many firms entering and exiting most
markets. This process of “creative destruction” probably needs a closer focus by
policy makers. Firm turnover varies depending on market characteristics
(concentration, product diversification, advertising costs etc.) but also because of
regulations and institutions affecting start-up costs and the financing of new ventures.
Allowing low-productive units to exit is an important part of this process, insofar as it
frees resources which can be better used by other firms. Policies that foster market
contestability and entrepreneurship as well as appropriate bankruptcy rules play a role
in this context.

An interesting finding of our analysis is also that there is a similar degree of
firm churning in Europe as in the United States. Actually, controlling for industry and
time effects, firm turnover rates in the US are somewhat smaller than in most other
countries, with the exception of Italy and Germany. Similarly, infant mortality in the
US is generally close to or even lower than that of other countries. The main
difference between the US and most European countries lays in post-entry
employment growth amongst surviving firms. Indeed, firms in the US enter with a
smaller (absolute and relative to industry average) employment size than they
counterparts in Europe but, if successful, expand much more rapidly to reach a higher
average size. Thus, US firms experience a major increase in size during the initial
years, while employment growth amongst surviving firms in Europe is much more
modest.

This observed difference in post-entry growth amongst surviving firms is
likely to depend on a number of factors. First, our data refer to the early- to
mid-1990s when the US economy experienced rapid output and employment growth,
while in Europe growth was, at best, feeble. However, estimates of post-entry growth
in two European countries in an expansionary period (the second-half of the1980s)
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are only marginally higher than those in the early 1990s. Second, we have shown that
post-entry employment growth was particularly high in ICT-related industries, in all
countries. To the extent to which the ICT sector is larger in the US than in Europe,
this could explain the larger post-entry growth observed overall. Both explanations
are not likely to fully account for the observed differences. Higher post-entry
employment growth in the US compared with Europe was also found in more
traditional industries, including most of services. Likewise, the magnitude of the gap
between the two regions is so large that can be hardly explained by different overall
employment growth patterns.

The overall size of the market may also contribute to explain the difference
in post-entry growth between the two regions. The US market is larger than each
individual EU markets, thereby offering greater opportunities for firms to expand. In
this context, a number of factors (e.g. product and labour market regulations, cultural
and language differences) may still prevent the EU single market to be fully
operational, at least in determining the firms’ decision on the optimal size.
Differences in the (perceived) size of the market help in explaining the higher average
size of US firms compared with Europeans, but cannot explain why entering firms are
smaller in the US than in Europe. If we take the variability of entry size as a (crude)
proxy for the degree of experimentation amongst entering firms, then we may be
tempted to conclude that such experimentation is somewhat greater in the US than in
most European countries. In turn, a number of factors can contribute to explain this.
A predominantly market-based financial systems may lead to a lower risk aversion in
project financing, with greater financing possibilities for entrepreneurs with small or
innovative projects, often characterised by limited cash flows and lack of collateral.
Moreover, if certain administrative costs at entry are fixed, then the higher these costs
(as in a number of European countries compared with the US and the UK) the greater
the disincentives for relatively small units to enter the market and then expand in the
initial years. Moreover, post entry adjustments in employment may be hindered by
tight hiring and firing restrictions and the latter are more restrictive in a number of
European countries than in the United States. These are conjectures at this stage, and
future work is needed to shed further light in this area.
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Table 1. Sm
all firm

s across broad sectors and countries, 1989-94 
(firm

s w
ith few

er than 20 em
ployees as a percentage of total)

Firm
s

Em
ploym

ent 1

Total
econom

y

N
on-agricultural

business 
sector 2

M
anufacturing

Business 
services

Total
econom

y

N
on-agricultural

business 
sector 1

M
anufacturing

Business 
services

U
nites States

87.4
87.0

70.4
88.0

17.1
17.9

6.1
18.9

w
estern G

erm
any

88.0
87.1

75.5
90.0

23.3
23.1

9.8
29.2

France
85.9

86.1
76.7

86.8
24.2

24.4
22.9

22.7
Italy

93.6
93.6

88.3
95.8

34.1
37.8

30.3
33.9

U
nited Kingdom

..
..

77.2
..

..
..

7.6
..

D
enm

ark
90.1

88.1
74.2

91.2
30.4

28.7
16.3

32.3
Finland

91.6
91.6

85.7
93.6

24.3
24.3

11.9
33.8

N
etherlands

95.8
96.0

86.7
96.8

..
..

16.6
34.8

Portugal
85.3

85.1
69.8

91.5
25.5

25.1
14.6

36.3
1. Share of total em

ploym
ent in firm

s w
ith few

er than 20 em
ployees.

2. This aggregate excludes agriculture (ISIC
 rev3: 1-5) and com

m
unity services (ISIC

 rev3: 75-99).
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Table 2. A
verage num

ber of em
ployees per firm

 in broad sectors of O
EC

D
 countries, 1989-94 

A
verage size

M
em

orandum
, 

M
anufacturing industries

1
:

Total 
econom

y

N
on-agricultural 

business 
sector 2

M
anufacturing

Business 
services

high
 technology

m
edium

-high
 technology

m
edium

-low
 technology

low
 

technology

U
nited States

24.0
23.5

75.0
22.2

301.0
84.9

53.6
63.3

w
estern G

erm
any

17.2
17.9

45.0
13.1

..
..

..
..

France
23.8

23.6
24.0

25.3
..

..
..

..
Italy

9.7
9.2

14.4
8.1

47.0
16.5

15.2
11.1

U
nited Kingdom

..
..

53.0
..

190.0
64.2

39.6
47.7

C
anada

12.7
15.2

40.5
12.0

85.7
68.3

29.1
40.0

D
enm

ark
13.2

15.2
30.0

12.8
..

..
..

..
Finland

14.3
14.3

28.7
10.3

107.6
38.1

17.4
31.8

N
etherlands

6.2
5.8

18.0
5.3

..
..

..
..

Portugal
18.4

18.8
33.1

12.5
65.8

50.4
27.3

32.7
1. See m

ain text for definition of the groups.
2. This aggregate excludes agriculture (ISIC

 rev3: 1-5) and com
m

unity services (ISIC
3 rev3: 75-99).
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Table 3. R
elative firm

 size across sectors and countries 
(R

atios to cross-country averages)

C
ross-

country 
average

U
nited

States
w

estern
G

erm
any

France
Italy

U
nited

Kingdom
C

anada
D

enm
ark

Finland
N

etherlands
Portugal

A
griculture, hunting, forestry and fishing

3.2
0.92

1.33
3.78

1.66
..

0.8
0.91

..
0.82

4.0
M

ining and quarrying
33.5

1.0
2.6

0.31
0.41

..
1.05

0.31
0.28

0.45
0.67

Total m
anufacturing

41.1
1.77

1.05
0.54

0.34
1.46

0.93
0.73

0.71
0.44

0.71
Food products, beverages and tobacco

40.4
4.22

0.42
0.25

0.23
2.93

1.57
0.98

0.99
0.53

0.72
Textiles, textile products, leather and footw

ear
32.9

2.49
1.06

0.79
0.39

1.81
0.98

0.67
0.52

0.28
1.31

W
ood and products of w

ood and cork
14.7

1.33
..

0.88
0.4

1.23
1.98

1.61
2.31

0.5
0.84

Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing
33.3

1.39
0.88

0.52
0.38

1.06
1.04

0.65
1.35

0.43
0.77

C
hem

ical, rubber, plastics and fuel products
81.4

1.57
1.16

0.31
0.35

1.34
0.71

0.53
0.6

0.59
0.56

O
ther non-m

etallic m
ineral products

30.2
1.46

0.98
0.69

0.48
3.8

1.03
0.87

0.79
0.67

0.96
Basic m

etals, m
etal products, m

achinery and equipm
ent excluding transport

38.8
1.62

1.21
0.71

0.37
1.26

0.87
0.75

0.63
0.47

0.66
Transport equipm

ent
224.9

1.68
1.26

0.35
0.45

1.06
0.54

0.21
0.17

0.08
0.36

M
anufacturing, n.e.c; recycling

21.9
1.61

..
0.69

0.47
1.02

0.77
1.27

0.47
0.83

0.58
Electricity, gas and w

ater supply
93.9

1.08
0.8

0.18
2.54

..
0.96

0.19
0.44

2.34
0.91

C
onstruction

9.0
1.04

1.42
1.21

0.65
..

0.55
0.99

0.78
0.93

1.59
B

usiness sector services
15.4

1.27
0.75

1.57
0.42

..
0.85

0.83
0.67

0.27
0.72

W
holesale and retail trade; hotels and restaurants

13.7
1.37

0.72
0.95

0.34
..

1.01
0.77

0.67
0.34

0.61
Transport, storage and com

m
unications

26.7
1.29

0.74
1.21

0.76
..

0.86
0.58

0.53
0.34

1.35
Finance, insurance, real estate and business services

16.1
1.14

0.8
2.42

0.54
..

0.58
1.02

0.68
0.19

1.33
C

om
m

unity, social and personal services
22.7

1.29
0.76

1.25
0.48

..
0.24

0.7
..

0.44
0.64

Total
18.3

1.27
0.93

1.25
0.51

..
0.66

0.75
0.75

0.34
0.88
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Table 4. Fixed-effect regressions of firm size
(Dependent variable: the share of firms with fewer than 20 employees

over the period 1989-94, fixed effect estimator)

A B C D

With correction for 
outliers  With correction for 

outliers

Constant 5.72 ** 6.26 *** 5.75 ** 5.65 **
(2.62) (2.13) (2.57) (2.23)

Country:
   western Germany c6 7.38 *** 6.85 *** 7.38 *** 7.46 ***

(0.84) (0.68) (0.85) (0.73)
   France c2 3.47 *** 3.88 *** 2.20 *** 2.25 ***

(0.79) (0.65) (0.84) (0.73)
   Italy c3 17.36 *** 17.48 *** 18.76 *** 18.69 ***

(0.83) (0.67) (0.90) (0.78)
   United Kingdom c9 -1.60  -2.44  -1.56  -2.04  

(7.13) (5.78) (6.96) (6.04)

   Denmark c1 8.33 *** 7.94 *** 8.32 *** 8.52 ***
(0.87) (0.70) (0.87) (0.76)

   Finland c5 24.73 *** 23.18 *** 26.62 *** 26.46 ***
(0.84) (0.69) (0.89) (0.77)

   Netherlands c4 11.25 *** 10.64 *** 11.53 *** 11.44 ***
(1.05) (0.85) (1.06) (0.92)

   Portugal c8 7.70 *** 6.43 *** 6.32 *** 6.34 ***
(0.74) (0.60) (0.78) (0.68)

Interactions (country/high- tech manufacturing industries):  
   United States hight10 4.33  -8.99 ***

(3.78) (2.12)
   France hight2 12.25 *** -3.99 *

(3.79) (2.37)
   Italy hight3 -1.40  -15.41 ***

(3.73) (2.14)

   Finland hight5 -4.65  -20.91 ***
(3.68) (2.15)

   Netherlands hight4 -16.35 ***
(3.61)

   Portugal hight8 10.82 *** -7.65 ***
(3.63) (2.05)

Adjusted R2 0.69 0.77 0.71 0.76
Note: Each equation includes industry dummies. The reference group is  "food products, beverage and tobacco" 
           in the United States.
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Table 5. Shift and share analysis of firm size, manufacturing

contribution coming from differences in :

Sectoral 
composition

Average size of 
firms

Interaction between 
sectoral comp. and 

size
United States 0.06 0.85 0.04 0.95
western Germany 0.03 0.11 0.04 0.19
France -0.10 -0.54 0.09 -0.55
Italy -0.19 -0.60 0.11 -0.68
United Kingdom 0.01 0.36 0.05 0.42
Canada -0.04 -0.22 0.03 -0.23

Denmark -0.24 -0.50 0.23 -0.51
Finland -0.29 -0.50 0.31 -0.48
Netherlands -0.24 -0.68 0.24 -0.67
Portugal -0.33 -0.43 0.30 -0.46
The 'Total' represents the percentage deviation of average size from the cross-country average:
the other columns decompose the total into its sub-components.   

 Total
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Table 6. W
ithin-industry standard deviation of firm

 size 
(as a ratio to cross-country sectoral averages)

C
ross-country

average
France

Italy
U

nited
 Kingdom

Finland
N

etherlands
Portugal

Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing
59.9

2.97
0.29

..
..

0.20
0.54

M
ining and quarrying

71.4
1.56

1.40
..

0.09
1.14

0.80
Total m

anufacturing
147.8

1.58
1.37

1.55
0.33

0.58
0.59

Food products, beverages and tobacco
108.1

0.57
0.75

2.63
0.35

1.00
0.70

Textiles, textile products, leather and footw
ear

76.5
1.33

0.63
1.83

0.35
0.57

1.28
W

ood and products of w
ood and cork

28.8
1.26

0.53
1.26

0.82
1.01

1.13
Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing

67.4
1.00

1.17
1.25

0.75
1.03

0.79
C

hem
ical, rubber, plastics and fuel products

121.3
..

1.35
..

0.35
1.19

1.11
O

ther non-m
etallic m

ineral products
97.7

1.23
0.79

2.11
0.36

0.84
0.68

Basic m
etals, m

etal products, m
achinery and equipm

ent excluding transport
140.6

2.45
0.87

1.09
0.41

0.48
0.69

Transport equipm
ent

640.5
0.83

2.93
1.51

0.16
0.18

0.40
M

anufacturing, n.e.c; recycling
63.4

2.29
0.54

0.74
0.34

1.74
0.35

Electricity, gas and w
ater supply

1463.4
0.03

2.83
..

0.02
0.21

1.91
Construction

207.7
4.29

0.18
..

0.06
0.17

0.31
Business sector services

288.8
3.47

0.56
..

0.06
0.53

0.37
W

holesale and retail trade; hotels and restaurants
175.5

3.55
0.26

..
0.06

0.97
0.17

Transport, storage and com
m

unications
742.2

2.82
0.77

..
0.05

0.35
1.01

Finance, insurance, real estate and business services
341.6

3.60
0.50

..
0.05

0.26
0.59

C
om

m
unity, social and personal services

2646.4
3.91

0.04
..

..
0.03

0.02
Total

111.1
..

1.66
..

0.24
1.16

0.94
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Table 7. W
ithin-industry coefficient of variation of firm

 size 
(as a ratio to cross-country sectoral average)

C
ross-country

average
Finland

France
U

nited
Kingdom

Italy
N

etherlands
Portugal

A
griculture, hunting, forestry and fishing

5.9
..

2.18
..

0.52
0.53

0.76
M

ining and quarrying
4.4

0.38
1.63

..
1.60

0.73
0.66

Total m
anufacturing

6.8
0.53

1.18
1.07

2.17
0.54

0.51
Food products, beverages and tobacco

4.5
0.53

0.99
0.99

1.92
0.95

0.62
Textiles, textile products, leather and footw

ear
3.3

0.67
0.96

1.43
1.14

1.00
0.80

W
ood and of products of w

ood and cork, except furniture; 
articles of straw

 and plaiting m
aterials

2.7
0.86

0.90
1.23

0.95
1.05

1.02
Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing

4.0
0.88

0.87
1.08

1.59
0.91

0.67
C

hem
ical, rubber, plastics and fuel products

3.6
0.71

..
..

1.63
0.69

0.97
O

ther non-m
etallic m

ineral products
3.8

0.62
1.29

1.17
1.40

0.84
0.68

Basic m
etals, m

etal products, m
achinery and equipm

ent excluding transport
5.8

0.70
1.59

0.94
1.50

0.50
0.77

Transport equipm
ent

7.9
0.62

0.70
1.12

2.49
0.60

0.47
M

anufacturing, n.e.c.
3.7

0.62
1.82

1.00
0.89

1.14
0.53

Electricity, gas and w
ater supply

5.9
0.36

0.44
..

3.05
0.17

0.98
C

onstruction
12.3

0.16
3.63

..
0.50

0.26
0.45

B
usiness sector services

18.4
0.17

1.60
..

1.43
1.16

0.64
W

holesale and retail trade; hotels and restaurants
14.9

0.15
2.17

..
0.65

1.77
0.27

Transport, storage and com
m

unications
24.1

0.18
2.32

..
1.22

0.70
0.58

Finance, insurance, real estate and business services
13.6

0.20
1.50

..
1.64

0.91
0.75

C
om

m
unity, social and personal services

31.8
..

3.40
..

0.30
0.15

0.15
Total

11.1
0.33

..
..

1.82
1.14

0.71
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Table 8. Correlation between entry and exit rates across industries, 1989-94 

Weighted by employment

Correlation T-statistic Correlation T-statistic
United States 0.56 4.50 0.76 7.78
western Germany 0.79 5.49 0.94 11.50
France 0.25 1.65 0.04 0.26
Italy -0.20 -1.31 0.51 3.89
United Kingdom 0.68 4.95 0.21 1.14
Denmark 0.80 6.17 0.75 5.16
Finland 0.12 0.79 -0.08 -0.53
Netherlands 0.45 3.45 .. ..
Portugal 0.60 4.91 0.64 5.47
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Table 9. Entry rate regressions 1
(Fixed effect estimator, 1989-94)

A B C D E

With year 
dummies

Also  with gap 
variable for the 

cycle2

With correction for 
outliers

Weighted by 
employment

With different size 
effects across 

countries

Constant 1.33 ** 1.84 *** 1.63 *** 0.93 *** 3.81 ***
(0.52) (0.54) (0.40) (0.36) (0.64)

Country:

  western Germany c6 -0.81 *** -0.80 *** -0.84 *** 0.16  -0.04  
(0.17) (0.17) (0.13) (0.12) (0.22)

   France c2 1.97 *** 1.97 *** 1.81 *** 2.63 *** 1.68 ***
(0.16) (0.16) (0.12) (0.11) (0.20)

   Italy c3 0.05  0.03  0.01  1.16 *** -0.62 ***
(0.17) (0.17) (0.13) (0.12) (0.22)

   United Kingdom c9 3.53 *** 3.47 *** 2.99 *** 5.05 *** 6.23 ***
(0.31) (0.32) (0.25) (0.22) (0.46)

   Denmark c1 1.36 *** 1.38 *** 1.42 *** 2.77 *** 1.45 ***
(0.17) (0.17) (0.13) (0.12) (0.22)

   Finland c5 3.41 *** 3.56 *** 3.21 *** 3.91 *** 4.92 ***
(0.17) (0.20) (0.16) (0.14) (0.27)

   Netherlands c4 0.99 *** 0.98 *** 0.82 *** 1.86 *** 1.12 ***
(0.15) (0.15) (0.11) (0.17) (0.23)

   Portugal c8 2.44 *** 2.43 *** 2.01 *** 3.13 *** 4.99 ***
(0.15) (0.15) (0.12) (0.11) (0.21)

Size:

Fewer than 20 sz1 8.04 *** 8.04 *** 7.69 *** 3.40 ***
(0.10) (0.10) (0.07) (0.07)

50 - 99 sz3 -0.13  -0.12  -0.21 ** -0.13 *
(0.11) (0.11) (0.08) (0.08)

100 -  499 sz4 -0.02  -0.02  -0.17 * -0.48 ***
(0.11) (0.11) (0.09) (0.08)

500 and more sz5 1.31 *** 1.32 *** 0.57 *** -1.07 ***
(0.21) (0.21) (0.16) (0.17)

Size effect by country:

   United States csz10 -0.001 ***
(0.0002)

   western Germany csz6 -0.015 ***
(0.0012)

   France csz2 -0.003 ***
(0.0003)

   Italy csz3 -0.0005  
(0.0003)

   United Kingdom csz9 -0.06 ***
(0.01)

   Denmark csz1 -0.001 **
(0.0005)

   Finland csz5 -0.01 ***
(0.002)

   Netherlands csz4 -0.001 *
(0.0003)

   Portugal csz8 -0.05 ***
(0.002)

Adjusted R2 0.63 0.63 0.71 0.55 0.31
1. The food products, beverage and tobacco industry with 20-49 employees in the United States is 
    the reference group in these equations. All regressions include industry and year dummies.
2. Output gap from OECD Analytical Database (ADB).
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Table 10. Exit rate regressions 1 

(Fixed effect estimator, 1989-94)

A B C D E

With year 
dummies

Also with gap 
variable for the 

cycle2

With correction for 
outliers

Weighted by 
employment

With different size 
effects across 

countries

Constant 4.13 *** 4.76 *** 4.81 *** 4.90 *** 5.78 ***
(0.61) (0.62) (0.40) (0.35) (0.49)

Country:

   western Germany c6 -2.03 *** -2.15 *** -2.25 *** -2.95 *** -1.28 ***
(0.20) (0.19) (0.13) (0.11) (0.17)

   France c2 0.25  0.20  0.24 ** 0.33 *** 0.19  
(0.19) (0.18) (0.12) (0.10) (0.16)

   Italy c3 -0.80 *** -0.64 *** -0.67 *** -0.88 *** -1.30 ***
(0.20) (0.20) (0.13) (0.11) (0.17)

   United Kingdom c9 5.89 *** 6.55 *** 6.34 *** 5.75 *** 9.28 ***
(0.37) (0.37) (0.24) (0.21) (0.35)

   Denmark c1 1.56 *** 1.41 *** 1.28 *** 0.55 *** 1.46 ***
(0.20) (0.20) (0.13) (0.11) (0.17)

   Finland c5 2.93 *** 1.36 *** 1.09 *** 0.52 *** 2.17 ***
(0.20) (0.24) (0.16) (0.13) (0.20)

   Netherlands c4 -0.05  0.15  -0.25 ** -0.37 ** 0.04  
(0.17) (0.17) (0.11) (0.16) (0.17)

   Portugal c8 -0.19  -0.07  -0.65 *** -0.79 *** 0.73 ***
(0.18) (0.18) (0.12) (0.10) (0.16)

Size:

Fewer than 20 sz1 4.38 *** 4.38 *** 4.14 *** 2.17 ***
(0.11) (0.11) (0.07) (0.07)

50 - 99 sz3 -0.46 *** -0.47 *** -0.52 *** -0.60 ***
(0.13) (0.13) (0.08) (0.08)

100 -  499 sz4 -0.72 *** -0.75 *** -0.80 *** -1.02 ***
(0.14) (0.13) (0.09) (0.08)

500 and more sz5 0.75 *** 0.69 *** 0.10  -1.93 ***
(0.25) (0.24) (0.16) (0.17)

Size effect by country:

   United States csz10 -0.001 ***
(0.0002)

   western Germany csz6 -0.02 ***
(0.0009)

   France csz2 -0.002 ***
(0.0002)

   Italy csz3 0.0003  
(0.0002)

   United Kingdom csz9 -0.062 ***
(0.005)

   Denmark csz1 -0.004 ***
(0.0004)

   Finland csz5 -0.01 ***
(0.0016)

   Netherlands csz4 0.0002  
(0.0002)

   Portugal csz8 -0.022 ***
(0.0015)

Adjusted R2 0.34 0.35 0.53 0.50 0.34

1. The food products, beverage and tobacco industry with 20-49 employees in the United States is 
    the reference group in these equations. All regressions include industry and year dummies.
2. Output gap from OECD Analytical Database (ADB).
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Table 11. Spearman rank correlation of industry entry rates between different years  

Interval Based on firm entry 
rates

Based on 
employment-

weighted entry rates

United States 1990, 95 0.85 0.61

western Germany 1980, 90 0.93 0.81
1987, 97 0.83 0.18
1992, 97 0.87 0.21

France 1991, 95 0.31 0.20

Italy 1988, 93 0.73 0.54

Denmark 1984, 94 0.82 0.56
1989, 94 0.77 0.02

Finland 1990, 97 0.33 -0.11
1993, 97 0.37 -0.01

Netherlands 1994, 97 0.59 0.31

Portugal 1985, 94 0.69 0.51
1989, 94 0.7 0.4
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Table12. Fixed effect regressions of hazard rates
(Dependent variable: the hazard rates of industry i  in country j  at different durations estimated

over the period late 1980s to mid 1990s, fixed effect estimator)

A B C D

With correction for 
outliers  With correction for 

outliers

Constant 0.29 *** 0.28 *** 0.13 *** 0.13 ***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01)

Country effects:
   western Germany c4 0.01 ** 0.01 *** 0.25 *** 0.24 ***

(0.01) (0.005) (0.04) (0.03)
   France c1 -0.01 ** -0.01 *** 0.14 *** 0.13 ***

(0.00) (0.004) (0.03) (0.02)
   Italy c2 0.0001  0.00  0.04  0.04 *

(0.00) (0.004) (0.03) (0.02)
   United Kingdom c6 0.07 *** 0.07 *** 0.27 *** 0.26 ***

(0.01) (0.004) (0.03) (0.02)
   Finland c3 0.02 *** 0.02 *** 0.44 *** 0.45 ***

(0.005) (0.004) (0.03) (0.02)
   Portugal c5 0.002  -0.01 ** 0.14 *** 0.11 ***

(0.005) (0.004) (0.03) (0.02)
Duration dur -0.06 *** -0.06 ***

(0.004) (0.003)
Duration ^2 dur2 0.005 *** 0.004 ***

(0.0004) (0.0003)

Durations by country:
   United States d7 0.01  0.01  

(0.01) (0.01)
   western Germany d4 -0.09 *** -0.09 ***

(0.01) (0.01)
   France d1 -0.06 *** -0.06 ***

(0.01) (0.01)
   Italy d2 -0.02 ** -0.02 ***

(0.01) (0.01)
   United Kingdom d6 -0.08 *** -0.08 ***

(0.01) (0.01)
   Finland d3 -0.17 *** -0.17 ***

(0.01) (0.01)
   Portugal d5 -0.05 *** -0.05 ***

(0.01) (0.01)

Durations^2  by country:
   United States dd7 -0.002 ** -0.002 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   western Germany dd4 0.01 *** 0.01 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   France dd1 0.005 *** 0.004 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   Italy dd2 0.002 * 0.002 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   United Kingdom dd6 0.01 *** 0.01 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   Finland dd3 0.01 *** 0.01 ***

(0.001) (0.001)
   Portugal dd5 0.004 *** 0.004 ***

(0.001) (0.001)

Adjusted R2 0.38 0.49 0.49 0.67
Note: Each equation includes industry dummies. The reference group is  "food products, beverage and tobacco" 
           in the United States.
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Table 13.  Variability of entry rates and hazard rates, 1989-94
(Non agricultural business sector, standard deviations of entry and hazard rates across industries)

standard deviation of :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

United States 3.01 1.96 2.78 2.34 3.25 3.45 2.76 2.26
western Germany 2.80 3.98 3.54 3.53 2.57 3.51 2.08 3.29
France 5.29 2.68 3.14 4.12 3.18 2.91 3.52 7.8
Italy 3.76 2.99 2.23 3.33 4.48 2.19 2.59 4.15
United Kingdom 7.44 3.49 3.22 4.33 2.94 2.84 4.64 ..
Finland 6.29 6.97 4.55 4.36 4.72 4.16 7.52 11.15
Portugal 6.37 8.72 8.95 9.63 4.07 4.39 6.9 8.27

entry rates hazard rates
at duration:
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Figure 1. Demographics: Data availability
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Figure 2. Turnover rates in broad sectors of OECD countries, 1989-94
(entry plus exit rates, annual average)

1. Total economy minus agriculture and community services.
2. Data refer to western Germany.
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1. Total economy minus agriculture and community services.
2. Data refer to western Germany.

Figure 3.  Average firm size of entering and exiting firms relative to incumbent firms
(firm size based on the number of employees per firm)
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Figure 4. Industry fixed effects from the entry rate equation 1

1. Equation C in Table 9. The industry fixed effect are normalised to the industry average entry rate.
    * indicates signifiance at 10%; ** at 5%; *** at 1%.
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Figure 5. Hazard and survivor functions
Firms, cohorts from late 1980s to mid 1990s
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Figure 5. Hazard and survivor functions (continued)
Firms, cohorts from late 1980s to mid 1990s

          Total Manufacturing sector Business sector service
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Figure 6. Hazard functions by average size of entrants1

Firms, cohort from late 1980s to mid 1990s

1. For each country, industries are grouped according to the average size contents into low, medium and high size groups
    and hazard functions are calculated for thes three groups.
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Figure 6. Hazard functions by average size of entrants1 (continued)

  

1. For each country, industries are grouped according to the average size contents into low, medium and high size groups
    and hazard functions are calculated for thes three groups.
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Figure 7. Firm survivor rates at different lifetime1, 1990s

 After 2 years After 4 years After 7 years2

Total economy

Total manufacturing

Business services sector

1. The survivor rate at duration (j) is calculated as the probability that a firm from a population of
    entrants has a lifetime in exess of (j) years. Figures refer to average survival rates estimated 
    for different cohorts of firms that entered the market from the late 1980s to the 1990s.
2. After 6 years for the United Kingdom.
3. Data for the United Kingdom refer to cohorts of firms that entered the market in the 1985-90 period.

Sources:  OECD, and Baldwin et al. (2000) for Canada.
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Figure 8. Employment-based survivor rates at different lifetime1, 1990s

 After 2 years After 4 years After 7 years2

Total economy

Total manufacturing

Business services sector

1. The survivor rate at duration (j) is calculated as the probability that a firm from a population of
    entrants has a lifetime in exess of (j) years. Figures refer to average survival rates estimated 
    for different cohorts of firms that entered the market from the late 1980s to the 1990s.
1. The survival rate at duration (j) is calculated as the probability that a firm from a population of
    entrants has a lifetime in exess of (j) years. Figures refer to average survival rates estimated 
    for different cohorts of firms that entered the market from the late 1980s to the 1990s.
2. After 6 years for the United Kingdom.
3. Data for the United Kingdom refer to cohorts of firms that entered the market in the 1985-90 period.
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Figure 9. Employment gains among surviving firms at different lifetimes
( net gains as a ratio of initial employment)

 After 2 years After 4 years After 7 years1

Total economy

Total manufacturing

Business services sector

1. After 6 years for the United Kingdom.
2. Data for the United Kingdom refer to cohorts of firms that entered the market in the 1985-90 period.
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Figure 10. Net employment gains amongst surviving firms in high-tech industries, 1990s
( net gains as a ratio of initial employment)
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APPENDIX 1

Details on demographics data

The main characteristics of the demographics data used in this paper are in
Annex Table A1. Given the likelihood of somewhat greater volatility of entry and exit
processes when ‘snapshots’ across firms are taken on an annual basis as opposed to
longer time periods, it was decided to base definitions of continuing, entering and
exiting firms on the basis of three (rather than two) time periods. At time t, firms are
classified as follows:

− Entering firms are observed as (out, in, in) in time (t – 1, t, t + 1).

− Exiting firms are observed as (in, in, out) at time (t – 1, t, t + 1).

− Continuing firms are observed as (in, in, in) at time (t – 1, t, t + 1).

− “One-year” firms are observed as (out, in, out) at time (t – 1, t, t + 1).

This method of defining continuing, entering and exiting firms implies that a
change in the stock of continuing firms (C) relates to entry (E) and exit (X) in the
following way:

tttt XECC −=− −− 11 [1]

This has implications for the appropriate measure of firm “turnover”. Given
that continuing, entering, exiting and “one-year” firms (O) all exist in time t then the
total number of firms (T) is:

ttttt OXECT +++= [2]

From this, the change in the total number of firms between two years, taking into
account equation 1, can be written as:

111 −−− −+−=− tttttt OOXETT . [3]

Thus, a turnover measure that is consistent with the contribution of net entry
to changes in the total number of firms should be based on the sum of
contemporaneous entry with lagged exit.

In practice, a number of complications arise in constructing and interpreting
data that conform to the definitions of continuing, entering and exiting firms
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described above. In particular, the “one-year” category in principle represents short-
lived firms that are observed in time t but not in adjacent time periods and could thus
be treated as an additional piece of information in evaluating firm demographics.
However, in some databases this category also includes measurement errors and
possibly ill defined data. Thus, the total number of firms in the analysis for the main
text, excludes these “one-year” firms.

Supplementary notes to Table A1

France

The register for the manufacturing sector has expanded to cover an
increasing number of businesses over time. In order to prevent this expansion being
reflected as firm entries only a subset of the register data are used. As a result the
employment figures for manufacturing in the data fall short of those from other
sources; although of course they may well still be representative with regard to the
productivity decompositions and analysis of firm demography.

Italy

There are a couple of issues worth noting about the nature of entries and the
extent to which entries and exits reflect mergers and acquisitions. For entry, the date
registered is when the first hiring occurs. Thus, for example, the ‘entries’ may reflect
cases where (usually small) enterprises decide to employ individuals on an official
basis. Mergers and acquisitions cannot be identified across the data as whole, but
there has been some estimation of their importance in certain regions and sectors.
According to some studies using INPS data for particular regions and periods:
between 10 and 15 per cent of entry is a change of legal status, 20 per cent involves a
substantial change of pre-existing firms, and 65-70 per cent is ‘pure’ entry (equivalent
figures are likely to hold for exiting firms).

In addition, there are some minor problems in conforming to the OECD
STAN sector classification. The INPS data are based on the Italian classification
Ateco81: although most matches are accurate, some are more problematic. The
Ateco81 sector ‘Metals and machinery nec’, is attributed to the STAN ‘Machinery
and Equipment nec’. The Ateco81 sector ‘Measurement and Telecomm. Equipment’,
is placed in the STAN sector ‘Communication Equipment’. Ateco81 330, which
includes both the production and repair and maintenance of computing machines, is
attributed to the STAN ‘Office, accounting and computing equipment’, even though
in theory part of it should be attributed to business services.

The United Kingdom

The analysis of firm demographics for the United Kingdom uses data for the
end of the time span covered (1989 to 1993). It should be noted that early years of the
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data show some large changes in the number of firms over time.29 These are
attributable to a variety of factors including register and changes in reporting unit. For
the more recent years of available data the sectoral distribution of the firm-level data
is considered representative. In aggregate terms the employment data from the UK
micro data is slightly below the reported employment for UK manufacturing, and this
is consistent over time.

                                                     
29. For example, the total number of continuing firms falls from around 75 000 to 20 000

between 1982 and 1993 and increases to about 85 000 in 1986.
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Table A1 D
escription of data used in analysis of firm

 dem
ographics

C
anada

D
enm

ark
Finland

France
W

est G
erm

any

Type of data (‘R
egister’,

‘Sam
ple’, or ‘O

ther’)
R

egister
R

egister
R

egister
R

egister
R

egister

N
am

e of data source(s)
Statistics C

anada
Business R

egister
Pay and perform

ance
database

Business register
Fiscal database (‘BR

N
’ file)

w
ith additional inform

ation from
the Enterprise survey (‘EAE’
file)

Social security data

C
om

m
ent on register or

sam
pling m

ethod
There are som

e changes in
the business register:
i) coverage w

as im
proved in

1994 for sm
all and very sm

all
enterprises, ii) som

e
technical changes in 1995
and 1996, but the effects not
very large.

For technical reasons not all
observations could be used in
constructing the longitudinal
data in the m

anufacturing
sector w

ith the result that
em

ploym
ent figures in

m
anufacturing im

plied in the
data fall short of those from
other sources.

U
nit of observation

Firm
Firm

 and plant
Firm

 and plant
Firm

Plant

C
om

m
ent on unit of

observation

Periodicity and tim
ing

Annual
Annual (end of
N

ovem
ber)

Annual: units w
hich have

survived 6 m
onths, at

m
inim

um
, are included in the

statistical business register.

Annual (end of year)
Annual

First year
1984

1980 (firm
 and plant

data)
1988

1989
1978

Last year
1998

1994 (firm
 data)

1993 (plant data)
1998

1997
1998
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Table A1 D
escription of data used in analysis of firm

 dem
ographics (continued)

C
anada

D
enm

ark
Finland

France
W

est G
erm

any

B
reaks

1994-1995, change in
coverage (see above), and
som

ething in 1995 and 1996

N
o

Size threshold
At least one em

ployee
At least one em

ployee
At least one em

ployee
'BR

N
' file covers firm

s w
ith

m
ore than 3.8 m

illion FFr
turnover per year in
m

anufacturing and 1.1 m
illion

FFr turnover in the service
sector are covered.
EAE file

At least one em
ployee. N

ote:
the civil service, the self-
em

ployed and certain other
groups are excluded from
m

aking social security
paym

ents and are not included
in the data.

D
oes em

ploym
ent data

reflect em
ployees only

or ‘total’ em
ploym

ent?

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Sectoral coverage
All sectors

All sectors
All sectors

All sectors
All sectors (except civil service,
see size threshold).
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Table A1 D
escription of data used in analysis of firm

 dem
ographics (continued)

Italy
N

etherlands
Portugal

U
nited K

ingdom
U

nited States
Type of data (‘R

egister’,
or ‘Sam

ple’, or ‘O
ther’)

R
egister

R
egister

R
egister

R
egister

R
egister

N
am

e of data source(s)
Social security data

G
eneral Business R

egister
Q

uadros do pessoal
(adm

inistrative
establishm

ent-based
database)

C
SO

 Business R
egister [also

know
n as the AC

O
P R

espondents
D

atabase (AR
D

)]

Longitudinal
Business
D

atabase
Prototype (Source
data is the SSEL
w

ith C
ES value

added)
C

om
m

ent on register or
sam

pling m
ethod

All firm
s in the private sector

w
ith at least one em

ployee
All firm

s are included
Public em

ployees and
private services to
households not included

All taxpaying
em

ployer
businesses (EIN

s)

U
nit of observation

Firm
Firm

Firm
 and plant

Firm
. N

ote: the units conform
 to

Eurostat enterprise definitions and
represent the low

est autonom
ous

units w
ithin a com

pany

Establishm
ent

and firm

C
om

m
ent on unit of

observation
O

bservations are legal
entities registered w

ith the
social security agency.

C
hange in definition of reporting

unit in 1987. Im
pact not

considered to be large. In 1994:
N

ew
 register, m

oved to Eurostat
enterprise definitions. Alm

ost total
break in data series.

Firm
 level data

supplied

Periodicity and tim
ing

M
onthly

M
onthly

Annual.
M

arch (1983-1993),
O

ctober (1994-1998)

Annual (tim
ing varies)

Annual

First year
1986

1987
1983

1980. N
ote: data in fact date back

to 1973, but incom
plete

em
ploym

ent data until 1980)

1989

Last year
1994

1997
1994

1992. N
ote: 1994-1997 are based

on a new
 register and cannot

easily be linked

1996
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Table A1.1 D
escription of data used in analysis of firm

 dem
ographics (continued)

Italy
N

etherlands
Portugal

U
nited K

ingdom
U

nited States
B

reaks
1993: change in industry
classification

1995: change in SIC
 code

1984: significant change in register
(due to inclusion of VAT register).
"O

ne-year" category large due to
incorrect classification betw

een
the registers 1987: change in
definition of reporting unit, im

pact
not great. 1994: new

 register,
com

prehensive linking not yet
achieved

N
o

Size threshold
At least one em

ployee
N

one
At least one em

ployee
At least one em

ployee.
N

ote: sm
aller observations m

ay be
older due to restrictions to protect
sm

all firm
s

At least one
em

ployee

D
oes em

ploym
ent data

reflect em
ployees only

or “total” em
ploym

ent?

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Em
ployees

Sectoral coverage
All sectors (see m

ain text)
All sectors

All but public adm
inistration

M
anufacturing only

Private
businesses

O
ther relevant

com
m

ents
See m

ain text
Em

ploym
ent data only

available from
 1993

onw
ards

D
ata show

 som
e considerable

variation betw
een som

e years of
data. M

ost likely explanations lie in
the various breaks described
above. Protection from

 reporting
requirem

ents for sm
all firm

s m
ay

m
ean they are under-represented

com
pared to other databases
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